Three Dynamic Woman Artists
Artemesia Gentileschi, Georgia O’Keeffe, and Frida Khalo

Artemisia Gentileschi 1593-1656

Orazio Gentileschi

Agostino Tassi

What is Caravaggism?

Susanna and the Elders 1649

Danae 1612

Judith Beheading Holofernes
Georgia O’Keeffe 1887 – 1986

Alfred Steiglitz 1864 - 1946

Grey Lines With Black, Blue and Yellow 1919

Jimson Weed 1923

Cow’s Skull: Red, White, and Blue 1931

Red and Yellow Cliffs 1940

Pedernal 1941-42

Pelvis Series: Red & Yellow 1960
Frida Khalo  1907 - 1954

The Broken Column 1944

Diego Rivera 1886 -1957

Self Portrait with Monkeys

The Two Fridas 1939

The Wounded Deer 1946

Self Portrait with Cropped Hair 1940

Self Portrait dedicated to Leon Trotsky 1937

Without Hope 1945

Diego on my Mind (Self portriat as a Tehuana) 1943